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ARE ONE-SIDED INVERSES TWO-SIDED INVERSES 
IN A MATRIX RING OVER A GROUP RING? 

BY 

GERALD LOSEY 

§1. Introduction. A ring R with identity element is «-finiteO if for any pair 
A, B of « x « matrices over R, AB=In implies BA=In. In module theoretic terms, 
R is «-finite if and only if in a free jR-module of rank « any generating set of « 
elements is free. If R is «-finite for all positive integers « then R is said to be strongly 
finite. It is known that all commutative rings, all Artinian rings and all Noetherian 
rings are strongly finite. These and many other interesting results appear in a 
paper of P. M. Cohn [1]. In that paper there is a conjecture, attributed to 
I. Kaplansky, that: 

(Ci) The group algebra of any group over any field is strongly finite. A proof 
of this conjecture for the field of complex numbers appears in [4]. 

In §2 of this paper an apparent generalization of this conjecture is considered, 
namely: 

(C2) The group ring of any group over any commutative ring is strongly finite. 

It is shown (Theorem 1) that, in fact, (Q) and (C2) are equivalent. 
A broader generalization, but one which seems to be easier to handle, is: 

(C3) The group ring of any group over any strongly finite ring is strongly finite. 

Denote by J5" the class of all groups G having the property that the group ring 
RG is strongly finite for any strongly finite ring R. If G e IF we say that G is an 
J^-group. Then (C3) is equivalent to the assertion: IF is the class of all groups. In 
§3 it is shown that the class SF is closed under taking subgroups and formation of 
(complete) direct products, that IF contains all finite groups, abelian groups, nil-
potent groups and free groups and that any group which is locally or residually 
an J^-group is an J^group. 

All rings R appearing in this paper are assumed to have an identity element and 
any subring S of R is assumed to contain the identity element of R. 

The following easily proved results will frequently be used in what follows: 

(I) Any subring of an «-finite (strongly finite) ring is «-finite (strongly finite). 
(II) A ring is «-finite (strongly finite) if and only if every finitely generated 

subring is «-finite (strongly finite). 

Received by the editors January 20, 1970. 
Q The terminology is a modification of that in [3]. Also, R is «-finite if, in the terminology 

of [1], R does not have property y„. 
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(III) If {Ra}tteA is a family of «-finite (strongly finite) rings then YLEAP^ the 
complete direct product of the Ra, is «-finite (strongly finite). 

(IV) If R is strongly finite then so is (i?)n, the ring of « x « matrices over R. 

The group ring of the group G over the ring R is denoted by RG. Ifa:G->H is 
a homomorphism of groups with kernel K then G can be extended by linearity to 
a ring homomorphism 9: RG -> RH with kernel IG(K), the ideal of RG generated 
by the elements k—l for all k e K (cf. [2]). 

§2. The Equivalence of (Ci) and (C2). We first prove 

LEMMA 1. Let Rbe a ring and {Ja}aeA a family of ideals of R such that 
(i) R/Ja is n-finitefor all aeA, 

(ii) / = Ç\aeAJa is locally nilpotent. 
Then R is a n-finite. 

Proof. Let R be the complete direct product of the rings R/Ja, aeA. By (III), 
§1, R is «-finite. The canonical homomorphism 99 : R -> R sending r onto (r+Ja)aeA 

has kernel / . Extend 9 in the natural manner to a homomorphism <£: (R)n --> (R)n 

of the corresponding matrix rings: f([aij]) = [(p(aiJ)]. The kernel of 9 is (J)n. Since 
/ is locally nilpotent so is (J)n. 

Let A, Be(R)n and assume AB=In. Set D = In-BA. Then AD=A~ABA 
= A-InA = 0 and so D2 = ( / „ - ^ ^ ) D = D-BAD = D. Thus £>m = Z> for all positive 
integers m. Now ¥(A)<p(B) = <p(AB) = <p(In) = In and so <p(B)<p(A) = In since i£ is 
«-finite. Hence, 9(D) = <p(In-BA) = 0 and D e(J)n. Since (J)n is locally nilpotent, 
Z)m = 0 for sufficiently large «2. Therefore D = 0 and BA = In. 

REMARK. Hypothesis (ii) could be replaced by the weaker condition (ii'): 
J— OCCGAJCC is locally residually nilpotent. 

The equivalence of conjecture (Cx) and (C2) follows from 

THEOREM 1. Let G be a group. Then RG is n-finitefor every commutative ring R 
if and only ifkG is n-finitefor every field k. 

Proof. Assume kG is «-finite for all fields k. If R is an integral domain with field 
of quotients k then RG is a subring of kG and, thus, RG is «-finite. 

Now let R be any commutative ring, {Pa}aeA the family of prime ideals of R 
and ^=C\aeAPa the nil radical of R (cf. [6, p. 151]). Since Jf is nil and R is com
mutative, J^ is locally nilpotent. Let Ja=PaG, aeA. Then Ja is an ideal of RG 
and RG/Ja = RG/PaG^(R/Pa)G. Since R/Pa is an integral domain, RG/Ja is «-finite. 
Moreover, / = DaeAJa = f) aeA P(fi= "WG. Since JV is locally nilpotent so is JV^G. 
The family of ideals {Ja}aeA thus satisfies hypothesis of Lemma 1. Therefore RG 
is «-finite. 

The opposite implication is obvious. 
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§3. J^-gïoups. A group G is an J^-group if RG is strongly finite for all strongly 
finite rings R. It is easily seen that (RG)n^(R)nG. It thus follows that G is an 
J^group if and only if RG is 1-finite for all strongly finite rings R. It is clear that 
the identity group {1} is an «F-group, any group isomorphic to an J^-group is an 
J^-group and any subgroup of an J^-group is an J^-group. Since any finite set of 
elements of RG involve only finitely many elements of G it follows that G is an 
J^-group if and only if every finitely generated subgroup of G is an J^-group. In 
other words, G is an ^-group if and only if it is locally an ^-group. 

LEMMA 1. Let Gl9 G2,..., Gk be ^-groups. Then G1xG2x • • • xGk is an 
^-group. 

Proof. It suffices to prove the result for k=2; the lemma then follows by in
duction on k. Let G, H be ̂ -groups and R a strongly finite ring. Then RG is strongly 
finite and, hence, (RG)H is strongly finite. The mapping <p: (RG)H -> R(G x H) 
defined by 

I (Ir(g9h)g)h-> 2 *g,h)(g,h) 
heH \geG J (g,h)eG*H 

is easily verified to be a ring isomorphism. Thus R(G x H) is strongly finite and, 
therefore, G x H is an J^-group. 

THEOREM 2. Let {Na}aeA be a family of normal subgroups of G such that, for each 
aeA, G/Na is an !F-group. Let N= f]aeA Na. Then G/N is an IF-group. 

Proof. By passing to quotients if necessary, we may assume JV={1}. Let Nl9..., 
Nk 6 {Na}. The mapping G -» G/N± x • • • x G/Nk given by g -» (gNl9..., gNk) is a 
homomorphism of G into the J^group G/N± x • • • x G/Nk with kernel p|f=i Ni-
Thus G/f)i=i Nt is isomorphic to a subgroup of an J^-group and is itself an J^-group. 
Hence we may assume that the set {Na} is closed under finite intersections. Con
sequently, given finitely many elements xl9 x2,..., xn e G there exists N0 e {Na} 
such that Xi $ N09 i— 1, 2 , . . . , n. 

Let R be a strongly finite ring. Then R(G/Na)^RG/IG(Na) is strongly finite for 
each aeA. Let R denote the complete direct product of the rings RG/IG(Na), 
aeA. Then R is strongly finite. Let a: RG -> R be the canonical homomorphism. 
The kernel of a isJ==f]aeA IG(Na). Suppose r ej, r / 0 . Then r = 2?=i Kgdgi where 
the gi? /= 1, 2 , . . . , n, are distinct elements of G and r(gt)^09 i=l,2,.. .n. Let Np 
be such that g^1 <£ JV̂ , /,y= 1, 2 , . . . , «, /^y. Then giN^gjNp if /?£/. Thus the 
element r = 2?=i KgO&A^O i n R(G/N0) and so its image 2?=i K&tei + ^ W ) 
under the natural isomorphism of R(G/NI3) onto RG/IG(Ne) is not zero, that is, 
f = 2?=i Kgdgi $ 4 W ) 5 a contradiction. Hence /=(0) and a: RG -> R is one-one. 
Since .RG is isomorphic to a subring of the strongly finite ring R, RG is itself 
strongly finite and, therefore, G is an ^-group. 

For any group property S9 a group G is said to be residually an <;f-group if there 
5—C.M.B. 
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exists a family {Na} of normal subgroups of G such that, for each a, G/Na is an 
«f-group and f\ ^ = { 1 } . Thus an equivalent form of Theorem 2 is 

THEOREM 2'. A group G is an ^-group if and only if it is residually an 3-group. 

COROLLARY. If{Ga}aeA is a family of F-groups then the complete direct product 
G=YlaeA Ga is an 3-group. 

Proof. Foreachaeil,setJVa={(ft) /,6i l | ga = 1}.ThenG/Na^Gaand f)aNa={l}. 
By Theorem 2, G is an J^group. 

THEOREM 3. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G of finite index. If H is an 
3'-group then G is an 3*'-group. 

Proof. Let G = Hx1 u Hx2 u • • -u Hxn be a decomposition of G into distinct 
cosets of H. Let R be a strongly finite ring. Then RG is a free left RH-module 
having xl9..., xn as a free basis. Thus 

HomfîH (RG, RG) s (RH)n 

and, since RH is strongly finite, it follows from IV, §1, that HomfîH (RG, RG) is 
strongly finite. For each a e RG the mapping â: RG -> RG defined by (£)«=/?« is 
an i?/f-homomorphism of RG into itself (as a module). The mapping a -> â is 
easily verified to be a ring homomorphism of RG into HomEH (RG, RG). If â = 0 
then 0 = ( l ) a= la = a and, hence, the homomorphism is one-one. Thus RG is 
isomorphic to a subring of a strongly finite ring and is itself strongly finite. There
fore G is an ^"-group. 

COROLLARY. Any finite group is an 3'-group. Therefore all locally finite groups 
and all residually finite groups are fF-groups. 

A result of K. Hirsch asserts that any finitely generated nilpotent group is 
residually finite (see [5, p. 80]). Consequently, we have 

COROLLARY. Any nilpotent group, locally nilpotent group or residually nilpotent 
group is an 3'-group. 

Since abelian groups are nilpotent and free groups are residually nilpotent (see 
[5, p. 80]) this implies 

COROLLARY. Any abelian group is an 3'-group. Any free group is an 3"-group. 
Thus, any locally free group or residually free group is an 3 -group. 

The most obvious next stage in the investigation is to examine whether or not 
solvable groups are J^-groups. We have made only the following short steps in 
this direction. 

THEOREM 4. Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup and assume 

(i) G/N is abelian, 
(ii) N is finite. 
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Then G is an &-group. 

Proof. It is sufficient to assume G/N finitely generated. Then G/N^GJN 
x • • • x Gk/N where each factor GJN is cyclic. Each finite cyclic factor is an 
&-group (by Theorem 3) and so the problem reduces to the special case : G/N infinite 
cyclic. Let xN be a generator of G/N. Then y -> x~xyx is an automorphism of N. 
Since N has a finite automorphism group, xm centralizes N for some m > 0. Thus 
iV* = <xm, N) = (xm)xNis an J^-group and [G: N*]=m. By Theorem 3, G is an 
«^"-group. 

REMARK. Theorem 4 remains true if (ii) is replaced by (ii') : N is an « "̂-group 
and has a periodic automorphism group. 

COROLLARY. Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup and assume 

(i) G/N is abelian, 
(ii) N is finitely generated abelian. 

Then G is an &'-group. 

Proof. It is not difficult to show that N has a family {Ha} of characteristic sub
groups such that N/Ha is finite for each a and f]a Ha={\). The Ha are then normal 
in G and, by Theorem 4, G/Ha is an J^-group. By Theorem 2, G is an «^"-group. 
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